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 Rich Finishes, Exciting Designs Highlight Progress Lighting Collections at 2023 
International Builder’s Show 

GREENVILLE, S.C., DATE, 2022 – Balancing on-trend and timeless design elements, the 

Progress Lighting new product launch delivers lighting fixtures and ceiling fans specifically 

tailored to the builder market, supporting builders with the style, quality and performance they 

expect. The Progress Lighting launch will be on display at Booth C1819, January 31 - February 

2, 2023, at the NAHB International Builders Show at the Las Vegas Convention Center, Las 

Vegas, NV.  
  

"Home buyers and remodelers are interested in how they can customize a home to their taste, 

and lighting is an easy way to personalize a home. Progress Lighting's large selection of 

fashion-forward yet attainably priced lighting designs offer choices while continuing to deliver 

the quality and performance required by our interior designers and home builder clientele," says 

Colleen Visage, Vice President of Product Development. "Our Winter 2023 launch introduces 

exciting combinations of materials, rich finishes and fresh styles that elevate our design-driven 

collections to a new level of livable luxury."   
  
The Progress Decorative Lighting category presents a fresh approach to classic design, with 

lighting that is key to establishing ambiance and reinforcing a space's design elements. Warmer 

finish colors continue to reign, with lighting and fans in soft gold and brass finishes, brushed 

nickel, washed wood tones and matte black that blend well with décor styles from modern to 

urban industrial to farmhouse.  
  
Lighting Design Standouts  
The Goodwin collection features a clean design that seamlessly blends with modern decor. 

Angular, crisp lines highlight the frame's contemporary profile. Expanding the family from its 
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successful wall and vanity light styles, the Goodwin family includes a chandelier, semi-flush 

mount convertible fixtures, foyer lights and mini pendants featuring white linen or clear glass 

shades.   
Gilliam ceiling lights deliver an ethereal quality expressed by their slim circular silhouette. 

Simply elegant in design, the chandelier creates an airy feeling in any room, while clear curved 

glass shades enhance the foyer light's classic form with simple elegance.  
 

Showcasing understated elegance, the Cofield collection features a slender, clean design. 

Pendants, flush mounts and vanity lights feature lamp bases surrounded by an elegant etched 

white cylindrical shade, providing a contemporary style to many interior settings.  
 

LED Mirror Launch  
Flawless function and fashion combine in a luxe addition to modern bathrooms with the 

Progress Lighting Captarent Illuminated Mirrors. Offered in round, oval and square silhouettes, 

frosted LEDs highlight the profile of the mirror, creating a captivating aesthetic and providing a 

balanced wash of innovative LED illumination.   
  
Striking Exterior Collections  
The Outdoor Lighting category presents exterior collections that complement today's striking 

home facades. Walcott lanterns combine a stately elegance with modern style from its 

distinctive vertical frame glazed with clear glass panels. For lovers of rustic elegance, Wakeford 

offers a nostalgic look with modern sophistication. A cross brace design contrasts against the 

textured glass panes for a vintage look that fits well with rustic and traditional exteriors.  
 

Ceiling Fans Style  
In the ceiling fan category, the Upshur ceiling fan offers a contemporary style through a 

distinctive design and a quiet and efficient D.C. motor. A wire-formed cage adds a touch of 

casual style to Freestone, along with reversible plywood fans and an LED light kit. Trevina IV 

features updated modern styling and efficient LED lamping to create cool, cost-saving breezes 

for fans that are ideal for the builder market.   



  

 
 

   
 

  
LED Functional Introductions  
Our Surface Mount Cylinder Collection fixtures have a clean, modular styling and a swivel 

head design that casts crisp, multi-directional light. Offered as integrated 3000K LED, A19 or 

PAR 20 lamping options, these wall-mounted, low-profile fixtures are adjustable and can be 

used as a standard downlight, accent light, wall wash or sloped ceiling light.  
   

The new Progress Lighting introductions will be available at lighting showrooms, online retailers, 

and the Progress Lighting website, www.progresslighting.com.     
  
About Progress Lighting   
Design inspiration, quality products, and innovative technology have been at the heart of 

Progress Lighting's success since 1906. They are why Progress has earned its reputation as 

the #1 decorative lighting line among professional trades, home builders, specifiers, and 

architects. Progress offers a selection of more than 5000 beautifully designed lighting fixtures 

for the home, including our Design Series collection of artistically influenced lighting.    
Headquartered in Greenville, S.C., Progress Lighting has distribution centers throughout the 

country that support one of the largest networks of lighting showrooms and electrical distributors 

in the United States. Visit www.progresslighting.com for more information.   
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